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In Aesop’s original fable, the tortoise took on the
hare. The hare’s raw pace took it into a substantial
lead, but a complacent nap meant that the tortoise
plodded past to victory. The investment variant of
the fable is somewhat different. Once again, the
hare races off into an early lead and is presumably
awarded an eye-wateringly steep multiple by the
market. Sadly, the flying four-legged furball is likely
to come to an unfortunate end, picked off by a
farmer or some other predator, frozen to death in
a cold recession or just running around in frenzied
circles. Meanwhile, the tortoise just trundles along
steadily, perhaps pulling its head in when times
get tough.
The tortoise is not a perfect analogy for a compounder, as we
like to think of the companies we own as somewhat more
dynamic than the sluggish shell-bearing reptile. Nevertheless,
the secret of compounding lies in steady modest growth, at
sustained high returns. A company growing at, say, 4% a year,
adding another 1% to earnings growth from incrementally
improving margins, combined with a free cash flow yield of
around 5%, should compound at close to 10% over time. This
would not only provide an excellent absolute return, doubling
one’s capital every seven years, but it is unlikely to be matched
by lower quality companies, as bad things happen to bad
companies at bad times… as many hares discover sooner or
later. Slow and steady wins the long-term race in the markets
as well. The problem is that these compounders are very rare
beasts and rather tougher to pick out than tortoises, so here’s a
spotters guide.
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the long-term race in the
markets as well”
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What is the essence of a
compounder?
At the core of the compounder are
powerful and hard to replicate intangible
assets, notably brands or networks. These
help deliver pricing power. Compounders
have decent growth prospects together
with predictable sales, often driven
by recurring revenues. Crucially,
management must be shareholder
friendly. Being careful stewards of capital
and investing sufficiently in innovation
and advertising to help perpetuate the
franchises are essential management
hallmarks.
Where is the compounder found?
It is easier to describe where the
compounder will not be found; banks,
utilities, telecoms (even if rebranded as
communication services), miners and
energy companies are all low-return,
cyclical price-takers and thus unable
to compound. The two richest hunting
grounds for compounders are consumer
staples and the software and IT services
sub-sector of information technology,
effectively ‘the brands consumers choose,
the software and services businesses need
and the networks people trust.’ Our
commentaries from May and June 2017,
”Information Technology – Winners and
Losers” and ”Amazonians at the Gate”,
discuss what the team looks for in these
two sectors.

“The two richest hunting
grounds for compounders
are consumer staples
and the software and IT
services sub-sector”
What do the compounder’s
financials look like?
They possess powerful intangible assets
to drive high returns on operating
capital, plus demonstrate robust, steadily
growing earnings, even in tough times,
as pricing power and recurring revenues
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protect the fat gross margins and stable
sales, respectively. The high returns on
operating capital help drive strong free
cash flow generation, as earnings actually
turn into cash. Finally, we prefer to see
cash flowing back to shareholders, rather
than wasted on poor acquisitions, and
a balance sheet that is robust for the
long run, rather than ‘efficient’ for the
short run.
What is the main challenge in
deciding whether a company is a
compounder?
It is easy to tell whether a company
is profitable today and whether it has
compounded in the past. The challenge
is to work out whether this will continue
or whether the high returns and growth
will fade. The first step is to work out
why the company has high returns, i.e.,
what the key intangible assets are. Having
done that, the crucial analysis is around
the myriad threats to those assets, be
they fashion, technology, environmental
or social issues. Even if the conclusion
is that the returns are likely to stay high
or even improve and the growth should
be steady, the governance side needs
checking, as management can easily foil
compounding, either by underinvestment
in search of short-term profits or by
poor allocation of capital. Meeting
management and understanding their
incentives can help mitigate the risks of
poor management, but as in all human
endeavours, it is far from fool-proof.
Can tobacco companies still
compound?
The key asset of the tobacco industry
has been pricing power. An addictive
product, a concentrated industry and
steadily rising taxes that make up most
of the purchase price have all combined
to drive circa 5% per year pricing. As
such, the price rises have more than
made up for the impact of the tightening
regulatory environment over the last 50
years. Our view, for now at least, is that
the recent regulatory noises in the U.S.
around reducing nicotine in combustible
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cigarettes and banning menthol are not a
break with this long-term pattern, as any
implementation is likely to take a long
while, if it occurs at all.

“The current late-cycle
environment may be
particularly favourable to
compounders”
What has changed is the introduction
of new technology, the ‘next generation
products,’ be they vaping or ‘heat not
burn.’ While this change may embolden
regulators to take firmer action against
traditional combustible cigarettes, given
the availability of alternative nicotine
delivery systems, the main impact is on
competitive dynamics. The new products
can upset the historically stable market
shares, be it Philip Morris International
taking 16% of the Japanese market
with IQOS or JUUL’s vaping product
threatening the U.S. incumbents. Our
belief is that those with good next
generation products should gain share
and therefore can compound, but that
other players cannot. As a result, the
investible universe within tobacco has
shrunk, meaning for us that it has fallen
to below 10% of the portfolio from its
peak of around 25%.
Is this a good time to invest in
compounders?
Our view is that compounders are a
chronically undervalued asset class
thanks to the market’s short-term and
relative focus. If one is taking a mediumor long-term view, we would argue that
it is always a good time to invest in
compounders. That said, there is a case
that the current late-cycle environment
may be particularly favourable, since
a compounder’s ability to preserve
earnings in a downturn may become
especially valuable.
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RISK CONSIDERATIONS
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment
objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is
the possibility that the market value of securities owned by
the portfolio will decline. Accordingly, you can lose money
investing in this strategy. Please be aware that this strategy may
be subject to certain additional risks. Changes in the worldwide
economy, consumer spending, competition, demographics and
consumer preferences, government regulation and economic
conditions may adversely affect global franchise companies and
may negatively impact the strategy to a greater extent than if the
strategy’s assets were invested in a wider variety of companies.
In general, equity securities’ values also fluctuate in response to
activities specific to a company. Investments in foreign markets
entail special risks such as currency, political, economic,
and market risks. Stocks of small-capitalization companies
carry special risks, such as limited product lines, markets and
financial resources, and greater market volatility than securities
of larger, more established companies. The risks of investing

in emerging market countries are greater than risks associated
with investments in foreign developed markets. Non-diversified
portfolios often invest in a more limited number of issuers.
As such, changes in the financial condition or market value
of a single issuer may cause greater volatility. Option writing
strategy. Writing call options involves the risk that the Portfolio
may be required to sell the underlying security or instrument
(or settle in cash an amount of equal value) at a disadvantageous
price or below the market price of such underlying security or
instrument, at the time the option is exercised. As the writer of
a call option, the Portfolio forgoes, during the option’s life, the
opportunity to profit from increases in the market value of the
underlying security or instrument covering the option above the
sum of the premium and the exercise price, but retains the risk
of loss should the price of the underlying security or instrument
decline. Additionally, the Portfolio’s call option writing strategy
may not fully protect it against declines in the value of the
market. There are special risks associated with uncovered option
writing which expose the Portfolio to potentially significant loss.
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